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ABSTRACT

Motivation: With more and more data on molecular networks

(e.g. protein interaction networks, gene regulatory networks and

metabolic networks) available, the discovery of conserved patterns

or signaling pathways by comparing various kinds of networks

among different species or within a species becomes an increasingly

important problem. However, most of the conventional approaches

either restrict comparative analysis to special structures, such as

pathways, or adopt heuristic algorithms due to computational

burden.

Results: In this article, to find the conserved substructures, we

develop an efficient algorithm for aligning molecular networks based

on both molecule similarity and architecture similarity, by using

integer quadratic programming (IQP). Such an IQP can be relaxed

into the corresponding quadratic programming (QP) which almost

always ensures an integer solution, thereby making molecular

network alignment tractable without any approximation. The

proposed framework is very flexible and can be applied to many

kinds of molecular networks including weighted and unweighted,

directed and undirected networks with or without loops.

Availability: Matlab code and data are available from http://

zhangroup.aporc.org/bioinfo/MNAligner or http://intelligent.eic.

osaka-sandai.ac.jp/chenen/software/MNAligner, or upon request

from authors.

Contact: zxs@amt.ac.cn, chen@eic.osaka-sandai.ac.jp

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at

Bioinformatics online.

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the major challenges for post-genomic biology is to

understand how genes, proteins and small molecules interact to
form a functional network (Chen et al., 2004, 2005; Lee et al.,

2004; Wang and Chen, 2005). In recent years, with rapid

progress of biological science, many high-throughput technol-
ogies have been developed for studying interactions of

molecules, such as microarray, the two-hybrid assay,
co-immunoprecipitation and the chIP-chip approach, which
can be used to screen for protein–protein interaction (PPI)
(Kelley et al., 2003) or to infer gene regulatory network (Wang

et al., 2006). For instance, these technologies have been
adopted to derive PPI networks for many model species
(Kelley et al., 2003), such as bacteria, yeast, nematode worm

and fruit fly.
Molecular networks orchestrate the sophisticated and com-

plex functions of the living cells. Various organisms differ not

only because of differences of constituting proteins, but also
because of architectures of their molecular networks. Hence, it
is essential to address the similarities and differences in the

molecular networks by comparative network analysis, which
can directly be applied for analyzing signaling pathways,
finding conserved regions, discovering new biological functions
or understanding the evolution of protein interactions. In

addition to PPI networks, research works on many other types
of molecular networks are also emerging and increasing
rapidly, such as metabolic networks (Pinter et al., 2005), gene

regulatory networks (Trusina et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2006)
and coexpression networks (Berg and Läsig, 2006) with the
advance of biotechnology. Several network alignment algo-

rithms for molecular networks have been discussed in recent
studies, which are either mainly based on sequence similarities,
such as PathBLAST (Kelley et al., 2004) and Local graph
alignment algorithm (Berg and Läsig, 2004), or mainly based

on network architecture similarities, such as pairwise local
alignment algorithm (Koyutürk et al., 2005) and heuristic
graph comparison algorithm (Ogata et al., 2000). Due to

computational burden, most of the conventional approaches
either restrict comparative analysis to special structures, such as
pathways or adopt heuristic (or approximate) algorithms. A

more comprehensive survey can be found in a recent review
(Sharan and Ideker, 2006) for biological network comparison
problems and potential applications.
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In this article, we aim to develop an efficient algorithm for
aligning general molecular networks based on both the node
similarity (e.g. protein or gene sequence similarity, enzyme’s

identity) and the network architecture similarity, by using
integer quadratic programming (IQP) with a log-probability-
like criterion (Kelley et al., 2003). Numerical computation and

theoretical analysis on the real biological data sets show that
such an IQP can be relaxed into the corresponding quadratic
programming (QP) which almost always ensures an integer

solution. Therefore, a QP algorithm can be adopted to
efficiently solve this IQP without any approximation. In
terms of computational complexity, the proposed approach

makes the computation of molecular network alignment
tractable. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of graph

theory, the proposed method can identify similar subsets
between two graphs, which allow gaps of nodes and edges.
The similarity of two biomolecules (or nodes) is defined

by their sequence or functional homology, whereas the
similarity of two edges is based on their confidence ratios
of interactions/regulations between the respective two mole-

cules. We have implemented the proposed algorithm by
Lingo programming and Matlab software, respectively which
are available upon request from the authors. Both theoretical

and numerical results demonstrate that the proposed method
is rather effective and general, i.e. it can be applied not only
to weighted or unweighted networks, but also to directed

or undirected networks. In addition to simple topological
substructures such as chains and trees, it can reveal biologi-
cally meaningful units or subnetworks with loops or network

motifs.

2 FORMULATION OF NETWORK ALIGNMENT

We first formulate the molecular network alignment problem
based on the graph representation. Given a molecular network

G(V,E), where each node v in the node set V represents a
molecule, e.g. protein or gene or RNA, each edge (u, v) in the
edge set E represents an interaction or regulation between

nodes u 2 V and v 2 V.
Given two molecular networks (directed or undirected)

G1 ¼ ðV1;E1Þ and G2 ¼ ðV2;E2Þ, where V1 ¼ fv11, . . . ; v
1
mg and

V2 ¼ fv21, . . . ; v
2
ng. The adjacent matrices of G1 and G2 for

unweighted networks are, respectively A ¼ ðaijÞm�m and

B ¼ ðbijÞn� n, where aij ¼ 1 if there is an interaction between
proteins i and j, and aij ¼ 0 otherwise and bij likewise. Besides
binary values, notice that aij and bij can be straightforward

extended to real numbers between 0 and 1 to represent the
confidence ratios of the interactions. Several studies have
suggested useful methods for evaluating the reliability of

protein interactions (Bader et al., 2004; Deng et al., 2003), by
which each protein interaction can be assigned a confidence
value ranging from 0 to 1. In other words, the network can also

be formulated as a weighted and/or directed graph.
For the node’s similarities, we define a similarity score to

measure the similarities between a pair of proteins or genes

based on their sequences or any other information. The
similarity score is defined as a function S : V1 � V2 ! ½0; 1�
(or ½�1; 1�). For any v1i 2 V1 and v2j 2 V2, sij ¼ Sðv1i ; v

2
j Þ

measures the similarity between molecules v1i and v2j .

Especially, sij ¼ 1 implies that the sequences of v1i and v2j are

identical, whereas sij ¼ 0 (or �1) indicates no similarity of the

sequences between v1i and v2j .
To uncover conserved subnets (or corresponding relation-

ships) in the two aligned networks, it is necessary to determine

the detailed matching among nodes between two networks.

In our model, the matching between v1i 2 V1 and v2j 2 V2 is

represented by a binary variable xij,

xij ¼
1 if v1i 2 V1 matches v2j 2 V2

0 otherwise

�

xij is a corresponding relationship between two nodes, and the

optimal matching X ¼ fxijg determined by the IQP model

represents an ‘optimal’ alignment. Clearly, depending on

X ¼ fxijg, we can get a local alignment or local matching

between the two networks G1 and G2.

When modeling an aligned subnetwork, we are interested in

entities (e.g. nodes and edges) and their different attributes (e.g.

node or edge similarity). In a probabilistic model, each of these

attributes is treated as a random variable. A model embodying

a well-matched substructure follows the joint probability

distribution of all the random variables of interest, which

has the product form for all elements. Therefore, when

assuming the independence of individual probabilities for all

elements, the log-probability score is the summation of all

individual (log) probabilities for the joint probability

distribution.
On the other hand, in this article, the similarity between

two molecular networks (G1 and G2) with respect to a given

matching matrix X of nodes is defined by the sum score

including both node and edge matching scores in the

objective function, which is similar to the form of the log-

probability score. Then, the alignment of networks can be

formulated as the following IQP by maximizing the similarity

score f ðG1;G2Þ between networks G1 and G2 among all feasible

combinations X.

max
X

f ðG1;G2Þ ¼ �
Xm
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

sijxij

þ ð1� �Þ
Xm
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

Xm
k¼1

Xn
l¼1

aikbjlxijxkl

s:t:

Pn
j¼1 xij � 1 i ¼ 1; 2; . . .mPm
i¼1 xij � 1 j ¼ 1; 2; . . . n

xij ¼ 0; 1 i ¼ 1; 2; . . .m; j ¼ 1; 2, . . . ; n

8<
:

where, the coefficient � is a scalar parameter between 0 and 1 to

control the balance between node and edge scores. For

instance, only the node scores are considered in the alignment

for �¼ 1, while only the edge scores are optimized for �¼ 0.

Generally, the parameter is 05�51, depending on the

requirement of alignment. The first constraint implies that

one node in G1 can correspond to at most one node in G2, while

the second constraint means that each node in G2 can match at

most one node in G1. The last constraint is the integer

constraint for variable X. Depending on the parameter �, we
can obtain different optimal alignment solutions. It can be

shown that the IQP is a combinatorial optimization problem
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which belongs to NP-hard class. Notice that the log-likelihood
score in the probabilistic model is summation of all the

likelihood ratios observed over all the aligned nodes and edges

under the assumption of independence for individual items.

Clearly, the objective function f ðG1;G2Þ in the deterministic
IQP model is the summation over all the aligned nodes and

edges, which has the similar form to log-similarity probability

although we do not require the independent assumption due to

the deterministic model of this article, which is also an
advantage of the IQP model.

Actually, such an IQP has a significant characteristic. By
simple manipulation, it can be easily shown that the constraints

of IQP have a unimodular property, which implies that the IQP

can be relaxed into the corresponding QP with an integral

solution for general cases. Actually, as proven in Section 1 of
Supplementary Materials, with appropriate conditions on the

objective function, the QP can be ensured to have an optimal

integer solution. Note that Section 1 of Supplementary

Materials is not the necessary conditions but the sufficient

conditions, which means that the QP may have an integer
solution even without satisfying the conditions. Actually, the

numerical simulation shows that QP in the test problems always

converges to integer solutions although many of them do not

satisfy the sufficient conditions. On the other hand, for the case
of a non-integer solution, a rounding-up strategy can be

adopted approximately to make the solution of the QP integer.
Instead of solving the IQP directly, we can also transform the

IQP equivalently into an ILP (integer linear programming) by

introducing a family of variables, as derived in Section 2 of

Supplementary Materials.

3 COMPONENTS OF ALIGNMENT

In order for the molecular networks to be aligned in a
biologically meaningful manner, preparation of the underlying

similarity function S and adjacent matrices (A,B) is crucial.

Next, we mainly take two types of molecular networks, e.g.

protein interaction networks and metabolic networks (path-
ways) as examples to demonstrate the proposed method.

3.1 Adjacent matrix

A PPI network is represented as an undirected graph G(V,E),

i.e. each node represents a protein and each edge represents an

existing interaction between two proteins or an interaction with
a confidence value. A metabolic pathway is represented as a

directed graph G(V,E) whose nodes correspond to enzymes

that catalyze the pathway’s reactions, and whose edges connect

nodes if the product of one enzyme serves as the substrate of
the other.

3.2 Similarity function

We measure the similarity S of proteins based on their

sequences, which is assigned to any pair of proteins between
two networks. The similarity score between a pair of proteins

can be measured by several methods, e.g. based on the

similarity of amino acid sequences or the evolutional relation

of the protein pairs. One of them is measured by detecting

orthologs and in-paralogs using INPARANOID (Remm et al.,

2001), which is developed for finding disjoint ortholog clusters

in two species. Each orthologs cluster is characterized by two

main orthologs, one from each species, and possibly several

other in-paralogs from both species. The main orthologs

are assigned a confidence value between 0 and 1, while the

in-paralogs are assigned confidence scores based on their

relative similarity to the main ortholog in their own species. The

similarity between two proteins u and v is defined as

Sðu; vÞ ¼ confidenceðuÞ � confidenceðvÞ:

Clearly, this score provides a normalized similarity function

that takes values in interval [0,1]. Besides INPARANOID, the

similarity score can also be measured by the following formula

(Durbin et al., 1998)

Sðu; vÞ ¼ log
Puv

quqv
¼ logðPuvÞ � logðquqvÞ

When a common ancestor exists between proteins u and v, the

numerator Puv is the probability that u is replaced by v, and the

denominator expresses the product of the probabilities of

obtaining u and v, respectively, by substitution at random

(namely, the probability with which u and v are produced

independently). That is, this score expresses the degree to which

u and v relate evolutionary in terms of a log-odds ratio.

Moreover, the similarity can be measured from the information

of the sequence similarity, e.g. by BLAST (Kelley et al., 2003).
For metabolic networks, in order to build a node’s similarity

function appropriately, we associate each enzyme with its EC

(Enzyme Commission) number which consists of four sets of

numbers and categories, the type of the catalyzed chemical

reaction. For two enzymes, the similarity between them can be

defined as the formula as Tohsato et al. (2000) suggested. Here,

we adopted a simple rule which has also been used in a similar

manner (Pawlowski et al., 2000): Sðei; ejÞ ¼ 0:25� rðei; ejÞ,
where r means the class number of the lowest common upper

class. For example, r([1.2.3.4], [1.2.3.5])¼ 3 and r([1.2.3.4],

[2.1.3.4])¼ 0. In contrast to sequence similarity, enzymes with

similar EC classification represent functional homologs for

functionality of EC classification.

3.3 Statistical significance of alignments

Based on P-value calculated from t-test, we evaluate the

statistical significance of an alignment in a similar manner

implemented in the study of Pinter et al. (2005). We compute

the P-value of an alignment with an objective score f � by

aligning the smaller network with 100 random networks

generated by containing the same set of nodes and the same

number of edges as the larger one, and counting the fraction of

alignments with higher scores than f �. We used the program

from http://www.cmth.bnl.gov/~ maslov/matlab.htm to gen-

erate the randomized undirected or directed networks. The

program developed by Maslov and Sneppen (2002) generates

randomized networks by randomly reshuffling links, while

keeping the in- and out-degree of each node constant. The

detailed implementation process can be seen in Maslov and

Sneppen (2002).
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3.4 Materials

In this study, all related materials containing protein interac-

tion networks for yeast and fly, and similarity of proteins

between yeast and fly were obtained from a recent study
(Bandyopadhyay et al., 2006) (http://www.cellcircuits.org/

Bandyopadhyay2006/). In that study, an approach is proposed
for identifying functional orthologs based on protein interac-

tion network comparison supplemented by sequence homology.

Specifically, a method (Bader et al., 2004) is adopted to
estimate confidence values of protein interactions, using a

logistic regression model and applying the known Inparanoid

algorithm (Remm et al., 2001) to define sequence-similar
clusters of proteins from Saccharomyces cerevisiae and

Drosophila melanogaster. Then, 14 319 interactions among
4389 proteins in yeast and 20 720 interactions among 7038

proteins in fly form two PPI networks. The 2244 clusters

covering 2836 yeast proteins and 3828 fly proteins were
generated by Inparanoid algorithm.

On the other hand, all related materials containing metabolic
pathways of Escherichia coli and yeast S.cerevisiae were

obtained from a recent study (Pinter et al., 2005) (http://
www.cs.technion.ac.il/olegro/metapathwayhunter/), where

Pinter et al. developed a pathway alignment procedure based

on a graph matching algorithm. By applying this method to
genome-scale metabolic networks of the bacterium E.coli and

the yeast S.cerevisiae, their similarities and differences were

investigated. The metabolic pathways are extracted from the
EcoCyc (Karp et al., 2004) (http://ecocyc.org/) database and

SGD (Christie et al., 2004) (http://www.yeastgenome.org/),
respectively.

3.5 Network clustering algorithm

It is time-consuming to apply QP or IQP algorithm directly to

align two large networks (over thousands of nodes). In order to

overcome the problem, a network clustering method, i.e. the
so-called MCODE algorithm (Bader and Hogue, 2003), is used

to detect network clusters. Detection of functional modules in

protein interaction networks is an important problem, and
many studies (Hartwell et al., 1999; Rives and Galiski, 2003)

have verified the modularity structure of PPI networks. The
MCODE algorithm (http://cbio.mskcc.org/~ bader/software/

mcode/index.html) utilizes connectivity values in PPI networks

to detect protein complexes. This algorithm is based on vertex
weighting according to its local neighborhood density, and has

a special advantage, i.e. it can detect overlapping clusters and

relatively sparse clusters (i.e. subnetworks). We calculate
clusters by MCODE algorithm in fly PPI network, and then

find the corresponding subnets in yeast PPI network based on
the nodes’ homologous mapping of interspecies.

4 SIMULATION

We have developed an alignment tool called MNAligner
(Molecular Network ‘Aligner’) based on the proposed algo-

rithm, and the program is encoded by Lingo and all simulations
were performed on a PC. In addition, we also solve the QP by

Matlab program based on an efficient interior algorithm

(Ye, 1992). We test the proposed method for undirected and

directed networks, respectively, which represent various kinds

of molecular networks, such as protein networks, gene

regulatory networks, coexpression networks or metabolic

networks. The elements of adjacent matrices may be symmetric

or asymmetric, depending on whether or not it is an undirected

and directed network. In the following section, two small

examples are first used to test MNAligner, and then we report

the results of applying MNAlinger to two types of molecular

networks including protein interaction networks and metabolic

networks.

4.1 Example 1: aligning undirected networks

An example is taken from the tutorial files provided in the

PathBLAST plugin of software Cytoscape 1.1 (http://www.

cytoscape.org/plugins1.php) as shown in Figure 1. The adjacent

matrices of the two networks and their similarity matrix S can

be seen in Section 3 of Supplementary Materials. The result by

our method MNAligner is shown in Figure 1. On the other

hand, the results of PathBLAST are obtained by software

Cytoscape 1.1 with the same data.

The network alignment procedure is similar for the two

methods. In the first step, a global alignment graph is formed to

consider the node similarity and edge similarity together. Then

the conserved pathways are identified by considering the local

acyclic structures with high score. To further support the

benefits of MNAligner by data, we present a detailed

comparison with PathBLAST by example 1 in Section 4 of

Supplementary Materials both from the global alignment graph

and the chosen pathways. The computational results show that

our method is consistent with PathBLAST in terms of ability

to find the conserved pathways in the two networks but

outperform PathBLAST in the ability to find the most

conserved pathways. Using our method, we obtained an

optimal solution with the objective function 3.57 for �¼ 0.5.

The protein matching is illustrated in Figure 1, where upper

and lower nodes represent the nodes from the two networks,

respectively. In this article, a bold line represents that the

corresponding two edges are matched, whereas a thin line is

an edge in one network without matching with the one in

A

QQ

B

CC

C

BB

E

ZZ

F

HH

G

NN

H

AA

I

DD

J

WW

K

MM

L

OO

D

JJ

Fig. 1. The results of a tutorial network alignment example from

PathBLAST plug-in of Cytoscape software with �¼ 0.5 by MNAligner.

f � ¼ 3:57 for objective function, t-score ¼ 5:83 for t-test, and

P ¼ 1:96� 10�78 for P-value.
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another. t-score for t-test and P-value are also given in each

example.
Analyzing this result, we found three conserved pathways

with length 3, i.e. AjQQ $ CjBB $ FjHH,

JjWW $ IjDD $ LjOO and HjAA $ GjNN $ BjCC. By

checking with the results of PathBLAST, surprisingly the

pathway AjQQ $ CjBB $ FjHH has the highest probability

score, and JjWW $ IjDD $ LjOO is ranked in the second

place by probability score. These results are consistent with the

results obtained by PathBLAST. However, in some case

PathBLAST and MNAligner identify the same elements of

pathway but organize them differently. For example, the best

pathway identified by PathBLAST CjQQ $ AjBB $ FjHH

and the best pathway identified by MNAligner

AjQQ $ CjBB $ FjHH contain the same elements (nodes

and edges). PathBLAST inserts a gap between C and A and

forms an indirect link as shown in Supplementary Figure S2.

The MNAligner keeps the natural sequence order C $ A $ F

and QQ $ BB $ HH in the original network. In this way,

MNAligner outperforms PathBLAST both in PathBLAST

and MNAligner score (refer to Supplementary Figure S2 in

Section 4 of Supplementary Materials). It demonstrates that

MNAligner can find the optimum pathway while PathBLAST

only lists feasible solutions. Another difference of two methods

is that some pathways identified by MNAligner do not show in

the results of PathBLAST. It is very interesting that the

pathway found by MNAligner HjAA $ GjNN $ BjCC is not

in the 357 list of PathBLAST (every run of the PathBLAST, the

number of list pathways is different, we only pick one case to

analyze) though this pathway pair has clear homology based on

both similarity of their corresponding proteins and intercon-

nections of edges. According to its PathBLAST score, this

pathway should be listed in the top 20 pathways (refer to the

Supplementary Table S1 in Section 4 of Supplementary

Materials) in the PathBLAST results. By checking carefully

the global alignment graph formed by PathBLAST in

Supplementary Figure S1, we find that HjAA is an isolated

node which means it cannot be caught by the dynamic

programming based search of PathBLAST. As a brief

summary, the comparison results support that in methodology

MNAligner can find the best matched subnetworks between

two molecular networks from the viewpoint of optimization,

while PathBLAST is a heuristics-based approach which can list

many feasible solutions.
The parameter � in our algorithm aims to balance the node

similarity and the edge similarity in two networks. By adjusting

this parameter, we can have the results with stressing on

different aspects of network alignment. Similar results were

obtained when we emphasize on the edge information by

decreasing parameter �.

4.2 Example 2: aligning directed networks

Our algorithm can also be used for the comparison of directed

networks, such as the gene regulatory networks. In this section,

we verify the effectiveness of MNAligner for the directed

networks by an example which is shown in Figure 2, where the

related information including adjacent matrices and their

similarity matrix can be found in Section 3 of Supplementary

Materials. We obtained the optimal objective function value

9.22 with parameter �¼ 0.5 using the MNAligner tool, where

the optimal matching is as follows: (u1, v1),(u2, v2),(u3, v3),

(u4, v4),(u5, v5),(u6, v6),(u7, v7),ðu8; v11Þ,ðu9; v9Þ,ðu11; v8Þ,ðu12; v12Þ.
Such a result is actually robust with the parameter perturba-

tions, e.g. we can obtain the same corresponding result in other

parameters, such as �¼ 0.6 and �¼ 0.4. Clearly, a significant

advantage of MNAligner is that the new tool can find more

complex substructures including loops, such as a loop

ðu1; v1Þ� ðu7; v7Þ� ðu8; v11Þ� ðu6; v6Þ� ðu1; v1Þ, as shown in

Figure 2.
Note that based on the mathematical programming, our

method can find the best matched subnetworks between two

molecular networks from the viewpoint of optimization,

comparing with heuristics-based approaches. In the above

mentioned two examples, we show that MNAligner can be used

to either undirected or directed networks with or without loops,

in contrast to PathBLAST which is mainly for undirected

networks without loops (e.g. pathways). Generally,

PathBLAST performs heuristic search to globally align

graphs and lists many short paths (e.g. length 3 or 4) based

on statistical scores, whereas our method obtains the optimal

alignments based on the objective function (i.e. the network

similarity for both nodes and edges).

4.3 Molecular networks

In this section, we align protein interaction networks for yeast

versus fly, and metabolic pathways for yeast versus bacterium.
By incorporating sequence homology and network struc-

tures, network alignment of protein interaction networks is a

powerful tool for predicting protein functions, uncovering true

functional orthologs, and revealing biologically significant

pathways. To demonstrate the ability in discovering conserved

subnets in protein interaction networks by MNAligner, we

aligned those divided cluster pairs of two PPI networks.

Figure 3 shows an example in which several well-matched

subnets were found. The nodes in these subnets of yeast

correspond to two basic functions:‘DNA processing’ and

‘transport routines’. Naturally, we can predict that the

corresponding subnets in fly also have these two functions. In

U1

U2 V2 U3 V3U4 V4 U5 V5 U6 V6

V1

U8 V11U9 V9 U12 V12

U10 U13V10

U11 V8

U7 V7

Fig. 2. The simulated example of two directed networks with �¼ 0.5 by

MNAligner. f � ¼ 9:22, t-score ¼ 5:06 and P ¼ 1:60� 10�72.
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addition, MNAligner can also be applied to identify functional

orthologs in protein interaction networks just as

Bandyopadhyay et al. have suggested (Bandyopadhyay et al.,

2006). Note that according to the original paper of Kelly et al.

(2003), their method mainly detects paths only with length 3

or 4, whereas MNAligner is a general comparison method for

one to one matching without the limit on the size of the aligned

networks.

For yeast versus bacterium (Pinter et al., 2005), all the

possible pairs between 113 E.coli pathways and 151 S.cerevisiae

pathways are aligned by the proposed method. The detailed

results for all of these alignments are available upon request.

About half of those pathways in each species match well with

the corresponding ones in another. Such results demonstrate

that there are abundant conserved pathways among species

although bacterium E.coli and yeast S.cerevisiae come from

prokaryotic and eukaryotic, respectively.

Figure 4 shows four aligned pathways in E.coli and

S.cerevisiae, which demonstrate the effectiveness of our

method in uncovering interesting biological conservative

units. The arginine biosynth2 pathway and arginine metabolism

pathway, respectively from E.colic and S.cerevisiae showed in

Figure 4A form a well-matched linear path except a non-

identical match (the red box), where the non-match may hint to

interesting evolutionary information. The mismatch in

Figure 4A is the inconsistent match between AreE in E.coli

(enzyme: acetylornithine deacetylase labeled 3.5.1.16) and

Ecm40 in S.cerevisiae (enzyme: acetylornithine acetyltransfer-

ase labeled 2.3.1.35). By checking the two pathways, we found

that the two enzymes catalyze different reactions (N-acetyl-L-

ornithine þH2O() L-ornithineþ acetate versus L-glutamate

N-�-acetylornithine () N-acetyl-L-glutamateþL-ornithine),

but produce the same compound L-ornithine. However, in the

following processes, the two pathways have the same
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Fig. 3. An illustration of well-matched subnets in yeast and fly protein interaction networks with �¼ 0.9. Each circle represents a match.
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biochemical reactions. Moreover, we found that these two

proteins have no significant similarity by aligning their protein

sequences using BLAST. The fact that non-homologous

proteins carry out the different intermediate processes but

mediate the same subsequent processes, may reflect the some

evolutionary phenomena, e.g. non-homologous proteins may

evolve into same function, or functions have been maintained

although the sequences have been changed.
Figure 4B shows another example of homoserine methio-

nine biosynth pathway and methionine biosynth pathway,

respectively. These two pathways only have minor difference

between two matched pairs including homoserine O-succinyl-

transferase (labeled 2.3.1.46) versus homoserine O-trans-

acetylase (labeled 2.3.1.31) and ornithine carbamoyltransferase

(labeled 2.1.1.13) versus ate-homocysteine methyltransferase

(labeled 2.1.1.14). Except that a gap can be observed, we can

image that an enzyme (4.4.1.8) has been embedded into

ethionine biosynth pathway from S.cerevisiae, which implies

that there may exist more complex biochemical reactions in

E.coli. By checking the two pathways, we found that

biochemical reactions are the same in the first three products

(compound:homoserine; after enzyme: 1.1.1.3), and then they

differ in the following chain reactions where there are four

and three different enzymes in E.coli and in S.cerevisiae,

respectively, but have same final compound L-methionine.

Biologically, the reactions catalyzed by metA, metB, metC

and metE in E.coli can be viewed to play the same role as the

reactions catalyzed by met2, met17 and met6 in S.cerevisiae.

More interestingly, three among all the seven enzymes

including met17, metB and metC are sequence homologs,
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Fig. 4. Three matched inter-species pairs with �¼ 0.9. The upper part represents the enzyme from E.coli and the lower part represents the enzyme

from S.cerevisiae in each Box. Each Box represents a match. The bold line represents a matched edge whereas the red label indicates the

inconsistency. The three pathway pairs of E.coli and S.cerevisiae are (A) arginine biosynth2 pathway and arginine metabolism pathway with

f � ¼ 5:80, t-score ¼ 7:30 and P ¼ 6:69� 10�88, (B) homoserine methionine biosynth pathway and methionine biosynth pathway with f � ¼ 4:16,
t-score ¼ 2:94 and P ¼ 1:15� 10�50, (C) phospholipid biosynth1 pathway and phosphatidic acid phospholipid biosynth pathway with f � ¼ 5:89,

t-score ¼ 6:97 and P ¼ 6:10� 10�86, (D) allantoine degradation pathway from E.coli and ureide degradation pathway from S.cerevisiae with

f � ¼ 3:06, t-score ¼ 3:67 and P ¼ 4:10� 10�57.
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which may imply either gene duplication in E.coli or gene

fusion in S.cerevisiae.
Figure 4C shows the third pathway pairs, in which the

phosphatidic acid phospholipid biosynth pathway from

S.cerevisiae can be considered as a subnet of phospholipid
biosynth1 pathway from E.coli. Figure 4D shows the fourth
pathway pair, in which although the two pathways (allantoine

degradation pathway from E.coli and ureide degradation
pathway from S.cerevisiae) have different final compounds,
they have very similar initiative subpathways. This difference

may be due to the environment or requirements for adaptation.
All of examples illustrate strong evolutionary trace between the

distant organisms from the viewpoint of network structure,
which may not be recognized simply by analyzing sequences or
structures of individual molecules.

More comparison results are listed in Section 5 of
Supplementary Materials. In addition, the proposed method
can also be employed to carry out intra-species alignment which

may provide interesting duplication and divergence informa-
tion within a species. Figure 5. shows two statistically
significant examples from all-against-all alignments in E.coli

and S.cerevisiae, respectively. Another application of the
proposed method as a tool is network query (Pinter et al.,
2005), i.e. to uncover interesting subnetworks in a given

network that is similar to the query network, which is known
to be functional or expected important. For example, there are
many biologically significant complexes in yeast but very few in

other species such as fly. By applying MNAligner to query a
known complex of yeast in the molecular network of another

species, we can possibly identify the conservative or similar
complex.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

5.1 Conclusion

Several approaches for comparing molecular networks have
been developed recently, such as PathBLAST applied to protein

interaction networks and MetaPathwayHunter applied to
metabolic pathways. However, these methods have their
advantages or features mainly to specific networks. For

example, PathBLAST (Kelley et al., 2003, 2004) evaluates the

link similarity along path of connected nodes by adopting a

sequence alignment algorithm, while MetaPathwayHunter

(Pinter et al., 2005) analyzes metabolic pathways with no

cycles (the cyclic pathways are broken down into all possible

non-cyclic representations and then are analyzed as well [in

private communications]) by a subtree comparison algorithm.

In contrast, we proposed an effective algorithm which can

compare general networks in a more accurate manner.
Specifically, we developed a novel formulation as well as an

algorithm based on QP or LP for network alignment, which

aims to find conserved patterns among molecular networks.

In contrast to PathBLAST and MetaPathHunter which focus

on the search of pathways without a loop, our approach can

handle a general network alignment problem without restric-

tion. To find the conserved substructures or evaluate the

similarity between two biological networks, we developed an

efficient algorithm for aligning molecular networks based on

QP, which allow gaps for nodes and edges. Depending on the

parameter � which balances the node and edge matching scores,

we may have different results, which stress on different aspects

of biological systems. A large � emphasizes on the node

matching score, the aligned substructures generally have fewer

edges but with more related nodes, such as homologous

proteins or consistent enzymes labels. On the other hand, a

small � emphasizes on the edge matching score, and the aligned

substructures generally have more edges and are also larger in

size. By selecting all the nodes without gaps and constructing a

minimum connected subgraph in each network, we can obtain

the two minimum subgraphs, which can be also regarded as

conserved patterns. As demonstrated in this article, the

proposed method can be applied to various types of networks

including undirected/directed, unweighted/weighted, where the

detected conserved subnets can be linear paths, tree-like

nets and general subnets including loops. Note that the ability

of uncovering conserved subnets with loops is very useful

because many studies indicate that those subnets, such as

feed-forward loop network motifs appear significantly in

biological networks and play very important roles in biological

systems (Alon, 2006).

5.2 Future work

Further theoretical works on tight sufficient conditions for an

integer solution of the QP are necessary although the numerical

computations always give integer solutions. Moreover, the

relaxed QP is still intractable for large molecular networks with

over thousand nodes, e.g. proteins. Although we have suggested

a simplified strategy to apply MNAligner even for two large-

scale molecular networks, i.e. by adopting decomposition

technique to divide the whole PPI networks into small

overlapping subnetworks so that MNAligner can be used on

these subnetwork pairs for further detecting conserved patterns

or network motifs, a sophisticated and accurate approach is

desirable. Furthermore, based on the proposed method, it is

also an interesting topic to develop a universal network query

system, which can be used to query a functional unit of a given

species, such as a complex or a well-known pathway in the

network of a different species to find conserved (sub)units.
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Fig. 5. Two matched intra-species pairs with �¼ 0.9. (A) isoleucine

biosynth1 pathway and NAD dephosphorylation pathway with

f � ¼ 3:37, t-score ¼ 2:89 and P ¼ 4:36� 10�50 from E.coli, (B)

threonine biosynth pathway and threonine methionine biosynth path-

way with f � ¼ 3:97, t-score ¼ 3:28 and P ¼ 4:93� 10�55 from

S.cerevisiae.
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